In the present paper we investigate the performance of explicit splitting schemes and related techniques applied to a rigid body model subject to a stochastic torque and random perturbations in the inertia tensor. Results are discussed and compared with traditional solvers for such model.
Introduction
Stochastic differential equations (SDEs) are used in many fields, such as stock market, financial mathematics, stochastic controls, biological science, chemical reactive kinetics and hydrology, as described in [15] , [18] . Thus, it is of importance to study the solution of SDEs. However, finding the analytic solutions is often very difficult or impossible. Numerical methods, on the other hand, help to find approximate solutions of SDEs quite fast, and thus, development of such methods looks promising. However, it is of importance to study the solution of SDEs obtained numerically, because of results obtained by different methods may deviate significantly in terms of accuracy and computational resources required.
Many of the physical systems could be refined in terms of generalized stochastic rigid body model. For example, this model might be rigid body subject to small perturbation force randomly dependent on time, or the body with randomly perturbed inertia. Examples of such an approach could be found in polymer simulations when the polymer chain is divided into several interacting monomers treated as rigid bodies during the modelling. The stochastic torques arise when the polymer is immersed in a solvent: the kinematics of each of the bodies in the model is influenced by stochastic loads raised from thermal fluctuations [16] .
Another example is considered in the work by Arnold et al. [2] where authors concentrate on a ship partly immersed in water. The authors propose a stochastic model which includes an impact of severe weather conditions such as seaway and wind on a roll motion of the ship.
Another example arises in the field of animation [17] , where a light body flying through air is simulated by solving generalized Kirchhoff equations. The challenge is to determine resulted forces and torques due to the turbulence generated at the body surface (vortical loads). In order to do that effectively the authors suggest a coupled approach: solve the free rigid body equations with no vortical loads and then generalized Langevin equations used to represent the characteristics of the surrounding flow.
Each of the above examples is treated with specifically tailored numerical schemes.
In this work we focus on the evolution of the angular momentum of a rigid body subject to a stochastic torque. This simple test case is used here for testing our numerical schemes. We also study a rigid body model with randomly perturbed inertia tensor. This is of interest in the case of multibody system dynamics with uncertain rigid bodies as studied in [3] .
We consider two techniques: a splitting method and a method based on the variation of constants formula. These are well known techniques for deterministic problems which we here want to test in a stochastic context. We believe these techniques have some potential also for more complex problems [3] , [17] , [2] then the ones considered here.
We start with the formulation of the mathematical model followed by the description of the numerical schemes. Then we apply a variety of numerical schemes and investigate them in terms of weak errors. We compare the methods in terms of CPU time and relative cost. Further we investigate the geometrical properties of the numerical methods applied to the model with randomly perturbed inertia.
Rigid body under random perturbation 2.1 Mathematical model
We study the following stochastic differential equation with one-dimensional Brownian motion
where m ∈ R 3 is the angular momentum of the body, T ∈ R 3×3 is a diagonal inertia matrix, ω = T −1 m ∈ R 3 is angular velocity, W t is a standard Brownian motion, a is a parameter (noise). We assume that the three moments of inertia are pairwise distinct and we order them in ascending order.
Numerical methods

Splitting scheme
Since (1) is a sum of two exactly solvable terms and splitting it into deterministic and stochastic parts gives us exact solution
then we compose the flows of systems (2) and (3) into the first order splitting scheme
The first equations (2) are a free rigid body motion equations and could be integrated exactly. An explicit solution can be obtained by using Jacobi elliptic functions and has been implemented to machine accuracy following the techniques presented in [4] . The solution of the second set of equations (3) is
where W (t) is independent random variable of the form √ tN (0, 1).
The Variation of Constants formula
We recall the variation of constants formula. Let us consider the following system of differential equationṡ
and suppose that ∂f ∂y exists and is continuous. Then the solution is given by the non-linear variation of constants formula [12] (p.96, Chapter 1).
with Φ is the solution of the equation
solved together withẏ = f (y). For our problem in order to integrate (1) with the variation of constants formulae we seṫ
and g dt = a zdW t .
Let us denote with A(t, y) = ∂f ∂y (y)
then we obtain
Then we use (7) to construct our numerical approximation z n+1 = y n+1 + a dW n Φ n+1 z n , where y n+1 is a solution of (9), Φ n+1 is a solution of (8), dW n is a Brownian increment. Equation (9) is a free rigid body problem and we solve it exactly with Jacobi elliptic functions [4] , obtaining y 1 = y(t 1 ), . . . , y n = y(t n ). We integrate (8) with a Magnus method of order two [11] and get
where z n+1/2 = y n+1/2 +a dW n Φ n+1/2 z n , Φ n+1/2 = exp(hA(t n +h/2, y n+1/2 ))Φ n .
Random perturbation of inertia tensor
Consider a free rigid body model subject to white noise in inertiȧ We then need to calculate an inverse of the inertia matrix
Assuming T s T
−1 d
< 1 with • any matrix norm, we can apply Neumann series (for which convergence guaranteed) and we get
Numerical solution
In the case of random perturbation of inertia tensor we split (13) into stochastic and deterministic parts
and
We then combine the two flows into Lie-Trotter scheme. We shall also use solution from (fully) implicit midpoint rule given by the general scheme in stochastic setting [13] 
where X n is a numerical approximation ofẊ = f (X).
Results and discussion
Firstly we show the weak convergence of the splitting method, the Euler-Maruyma (EM) and the Variation-of-Constants (VoC) methods applied to problem (1) . Figure 1 , a = 0.1, integration time t = 1. The number of integration steps have been set ranging from 2 1 up to 2 9 and equally spaced in logarithmic scale. S = 1000 paths are sampled. For a reference solution we take the approximated one with step-size 2 −8 .
On Figure 2 one can see the weak convergence of splitting solver (4) applied to (14) , (15) and the free rigid body (FRB) integrator [4] . We note the error in reference solution significantly depends on number of paths sampled, see Table 1. S Error 100 0.0016 1000 4.38e-04 10000 6.38e-05 100000 7.71e-05 (12) with (4) (magenta) and FRB integrator (black). Reference red line has slope one.
From the above Figure 1 it is easy to see that the EM scheme, the splitting scheme and the VoC have the order one weak convergence, but the splitting scheme obtains better approximate solutions for the problem (1). The evaluation of CPU time used for the calculations have been performed directly in MATLAB R by measuring the time interval between the initiation of the algorithm and completion of the calculation. The performance of the algorithm is well represented by the plot of the weak error in m against the CPU time ( Figure 3 ). The amount of calculations is proportional to the number of integration steps hence we expect the EM to be the fastest when no high accuracy is required.
The relative cost of the method can be computed as a ratio between given method cost and the minimal cost of method. The cost of Euler-Maruyma method is minimal compare to the Variation of Constants and splitting scheme. We see that the relative cost of the splitting scheme and variation of constants is decreasing for large stepsizes. This makes them attractive when large step-sizes are required in simulations.
We next consider a perturbed rigid body where the perturbation is given by a random torque. A similar problem has been considered in the deterministic case for example in [6] . The aim of the experiments is to see how the trajectories of the momentum are affected by the size of the noise. We see that the numerical trajectory maintains the same character of the free rigid body motion when the noise parameter a is small enough see Figure 5 . This behaviour is due to usage of free rigid solver based on Jacobi elliptic functions [6] , [4] , [5] . However when the noise term starts increasing the trajectory of variation of constants method does not look smooth anymore, see Figure 6 . Another issue, that might be of interest is the preservation of angular momentum in models with random inertia. Also we look at energy of the model and see to which extent it preserved. We compare our results with the implicit midpoint rule and present them in Figure 7 . We measure the energy as
with ω = T −1 m ∈ R 3 , T = T d + T s . The energy error is averaged over 100 Brownian samples. 
Conclusion
In the current work we have performed numerical methods, which widely used for deterministic problems, to simple stochastic models. We see that methods work the same way as expected. We propose that these well know methods have a prospectiveness for more advanced stochastic models. 
